AMN as a Modulator of Mushroom Body Neurons junction induces a rather slow and long-lasting (minutes) increase in voltage-dependent potassium channel activThis is where the elegant story by Quinn and colleagues intersects the mushroom body hypothesis so beautiity (Zhong, 1995).
But is this intersection with mushroom bodies coincifully, at first glance, in a seemingly tangential way. The learning mutant amn was isolated more than 20 years dental, or do the DPM neurons really play a role in olfactory learning and memory? The Quinn group employed ago (Quinn et al., 1979) but has not been studied relative to the gene's expression pattern until recently. Quinn a powerful and novel reagent constructed by Toshihiro Kitamoto (Kitamoto, 2001) to demonstrate DPM imporand colleagues studied this issue using antisera prepared against the predicted amn gene product and with tance to learning. This reagent is a transgene that encodes a dominant and temperature-sensitive form of amn reporter genes but failed to find preferential expression of AMN in mushroom body neurons like other the Shibire gene product (dynamin), which is normally required for neurotransmitter vesicle endocytosis. At the known learning genes (Figure 2 ). Nor did they find preferential expression in other structures along the olfactory restrictive temperature, endocytosis is blocked, new vesicle formation is dramatically attenuated, and neuropathway such as the antennal lobes or lateral protocerebrum (Figure 1) . Rather, they discovered that amn is transmission stops. Using promoters to drive the expression of the transgene in the DPM neurons, the requite specifically expressed in a pair of neurons called the dorsal paired medial (DPM) neurons that are situated searchers tested whether switching off (with elevated temperature) neurotransmission from the DPM neurons medially to the mushroom bodies (Figures 1 and 2) . Intriguingly, these neurons project axons to and broadly would impair memory. Surprisingly, this treatment had no effect upon memory immediately after training. Howinnervate the ipsilateral mushroom body lobes.
The The overall picture that emerges is that the amn gene DPM neurons-a site of amn expression and potential These include inhibitors of voltage-gated sodium chanmodulators of oscillations-must also now be placed nels, potassium channels, acetylcholine receptors, and with mushroom body neurons as those with dominion GABA receptors. Selective activators of these compoover olfactory memories in insects. nents also blocked the oscillations, including acetylcho-
